
The lightest folding wheelchair in the world  - 
now with swing-away legrests.





The lightest FOLDING wheelchair in the world, 
now with swing-away legrests. 

Quickie has combined the latest ultra-light, hydroformed aluminium technology, design 
and engineering to create the Xenon SA - the lightest folding wheelchair in 
the world with swing-away legrests. 

At just under 9.7 kg*, and with innovative cross brace folding technology, Xenon SA 
is easy to fold, lift and transport. It has also been cleverly designed to create the kind of 
minimalistic style that you would expect from a rigid chair. 

With high-end design and innovative technology, Xenon SA provides a lightweight, 
energy efficient driving and handling experience.

Xenon SA looks and performs like a rigid chair with the benefits of a folding swing-away 
chair - simply perfect.

* 40 x 40 cm; low frame; slim style sideguards; 

24“ Proton wheels + aluminium handrims; 3“ 

castors; angle adjustable back; 35 cm fixed 

height backrest; compact wheel lock; no 

pushhandles + lighweight backrest upholstery; 

flip-up footrest



The invisible castor fork 
adjustment is a patented 
mechanism that hides the fork 
and angle adjustment inside the 
castor tube. Easy adjustment, 
efficient performance and smooth 
styling! 



Easy access, effortless folding and lightweight lifting, 
providing freedom and independence for an active 
lifestyle.

Weighing just under 7.4kg without its quick release wheels and footrest, the ultra-light Xenon 
SA has revolutionised wheelchair lifting and transporting. 

Incorporating the new patented Dynamic Folding System and the Quickie  
Locking System, Xenon SA can be folded in seconds with just one hand. 

Xenon SA locks automatically in the folded position with the Quickie Locking System. To unfold 
simply press one lever and the Dynamic Folding System starts the unfolding process. 

The cross brace has been cleverly designed to sit neatly under the seat, leaving a minimalistic, 
open frame that has all the style of a rigid chair.

Xenon SA is legally protected to ensure it 
remains unique for you …

Issued intellectual property rights
1080 618
001 080 733
EP 180 9532 A2

Pending intellectual property rights
PCT/ EP2008/ 011015
EP 0915 1773.0
EP2008/ 011017
EP10196521
EP10195017
DE102011 000 030.5



NEW release mechanism
Innovative release mechanism for left and right operation  
swings the legrest in and out for easier access.

NEW Swing-away legrests
New lightweight aluminium tubing for a firm and rigid 
performance. Available as 70° and 80°.

Lightweight back angle adjustment 
Xenon SA offers stylish designer backrest solutions 
integrated into the flow of the frame. 90˚ fixed and angle 
adjustable backrests that are easy and quick to adjust 
from -15˚ to +18˚ in 3˚ increments.

NEW desk side guard
The new desk side guard with improved stability and 
more flexibility can be colour-matched to any frame 
colour. The armpad can be moved 4cm forwards.

Quickie Locking System
The innovative and patented Quickie Locking System makes 
the Xenon SA easy to handle, provides the smallest possible 
folding package and can also be used by people without 
finger function.

Select from a wide range of options to create your own Xenon SA and pick from more than 
20 colours to customise each component in any combination. 

Dynamic Folding System
Supports easy one hand opening by simply pressing one 
lever.



Lightweight axle adapter
Loosen one screw on each side, turn and switch the 
asymmetric axle sleeves from right to left to achieve a 
centre of gravity change of 2cm. 

Platform footrest
Available with the performance (aluminium), composite 
and carbon fibre footboard, the lightest available footrest 
solution offers full transfer space with the one side 
flip-up mechanism.

Divided footplates 
Colour-matched to your wheelchair, with integrated 
angle and depth adjustment for perfect adjustability.

Standard axle adapter
Offers two centre of gravity positions, camber (0°; 2°; 4°) 
and adjustable wheel spacing - all in one lightweight 
piece with quick adjustability through just two screws.

Ergonomic compact wheel locks
Minimalistic and easy to lock, the wheel locks can be 
screwed directly to the frame (on 0° and 2° wheel camber 
only). Also suitable for quadriplegics. 

Proton quick-release wheels
The combined weight of the wheel, handrim, axle and 
Schwalbe Speedrun tyre is just 2.25kg per pair - saving 
over a kilogram on traditional wheels.



Sunrise Medical Limited
High Street,
Wollaston,
Stourbridge,
West Midlands
DY8 4PS 
Tel.: +44 (0) 0845 605 66 88 
Fax: +44 (0) 845 605 66 89 
www.SunriseMedical.com

Seat width 32 - 46cm (12.6 - 18“)

Seat depth 34 - 50cm (13.4 - 19.7“)

Back height  25 - 47.5cm (9.8 - 18.7“)

Back angle -15° to +18°

Seat height front 43 - 57cm (17 - 22.4“)

Colours 28 different colours

Seat height rear 38 - 50cm (15 - 19.7“)

Seat angle 0° - 12°

Frame angle 92° & 100°

Weight  from 9.7kg complete

Max. user weight  125kg (191/2 stone)
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     Find out more today! Visit www.QuickieWheelchairs.com/xenonsa for more information,  

     to find your local dealer, or to request a demonstration.

Get SOCIAL with QUICKIE
Keep up-to-date with the latest news on the Xenon SA and 

other Quickie products through our Facebook page:

www.facebook.com/QuickieWheelchairsUK

www.facebook.com/QuickieWheelchairsUK


